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HEALTH I NEW LEAF

you control of your diet and makes you
more accountable.

CHOOSE SEASONAL EATING
Autumn's an easy time to get more veg
and fruit into your diet. Why not make
each Sunday a soup day, where you make

a big batch to keep in the fridge or freezer
for rest of the week? It'll mean you always
have a ready supply of healthy food to
help you avoid reaching for high-carb

snacks when you get home. Be sure to
pack seasonal berries into your freezer
too. Recent research published in the
Journal of Food Composition and Analysis
found that frozen actually beats fridge
stored fresh for nutritional value
especially for autumn's raspberries,
elderberries and blackberries.

BOOST GUT BACTERIA
The hottest area of health research now is
looking at how healthy gut flora can

prevent illnesses, as well as boost your
immune system. Beetroot is in season

- one of the richest sources of the amino
acid glutamine, which is essential for the
health of your intestinal tract. Other
seasonal fare such as Jerusalem

artichokes, onions, garlic and leeks will act
as prebiotics to feed friendly bacteria and
redress the balance. ~

"Everything else is out of control, so why
shouldn't I be?".' Once the decks are clear
and any out-of-date spices, tins and
baking products have been binned, give

all your drawers and cupboards a
thorough clean and only put back healthy,
in-date foods. Also try decanting things
such as beans, lentils and nuts into airtight
plastic storage boxes, as seeing rows of
neat and tidy containers will be pleasing

to the eye each time you open a door,
rather than feeling weighed down by the
haphazardness of multiple jars, packets
and crumbs all over the place.

Next up, invest in some new stationery
including a journal, so you can begin
logging your food intake. Women who

kept food journals consistently lost more
weight than those who didn't, according
to research published in the Journal of
the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
Using an app such as MyFitnessPal gives

COURSES TO REVAMP
YOUR HEALTHY EATING

Prepare for success
with a go-to stash of
nutritious, seasonal
weekday meals on
the Simple Suppers

Ifor Five Days course at I
IThyme Hotel in the
ICotswolds (£185, I

Ithyme.co.uk) I
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